We prove a local refinement of the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch theorem in degree one.
Introduction
The aim of this text is to provide a proof of the following theorem.
Let S be a noetherian scheme and let g : Y → S be a smooth and strongly projective morphism. Recall that this means that there is an N ≥ 0 and a factorisation of g into a closed S-immersion Y → P N S followed by projection to S. Suppose also that 2 is invertible in S. We suppose that Y has constant relative dimension d over S.
For any coherent locally free sheaf F on Y , we shall write λ(F ) := det(R • g * (F )). Here det(·) is the Knudsen-Mumford determinant of a perfect complex (note that R • g * (F ) is a perfect complex by the semicontinuity theorem because g is proper and flat). We shall denote by Sym k (F ) the k-th symmetric power of F and we shall write F ∨ := Hom(F, O X )
for the dual of F . If M is a line bundle on Y and k ∈ Z, we define
As is costumary, we shall write Ω g = Ω Y /S for the sheaf of differentials of g.
Let L be a line bundle (ie a locally free sheaf of rank one) on Y .
Theorem 1.1. There is a canonical isomorphism
λ(L) ⊗2 2d+2 ≃ 2d i=0 i j=0 λ L ⊗2 ⊗ Sym j (Ω Y /S ) ⊗2 2d−i (−1) j ( i j ) .(1)
This isomorphism is compatible with any base change to a noetherian scheme if hypothesis (H) below holds.
Hypothesis (H) is the assumption (described in section 3 below) that the multiadditivity of Ducrot's generalisation of the Deligne pairing is compatible with any base-change to a noetherian scheme. We were not able to verify this in detail (but we believe that it is true) so we prefer to list it as a supplementary assumption.
For example, suppose that d = 1. We then get an isomorphism
In particular, writing λ k := λ(Ω ⊗k Y /S ), (2) gives
By Serre duality, there is a canonical isomorphism λ 0 ≃ λ 1 . Thus, setting k = 0 we obtain a canonical isomorphism λ
This is a special case of the Mumford isomorphism (see [17] ). If Y is an elliptic scheme, there is a canonical isomorphism Ω Y /S ≃ g * (g * (Ω Y /S )) so that we have canonically
In particular there is a canonical isomorphism (g * (Ω Y /S )) ⊗12 ≃ O S . Possibly up to sign, this is the classical discriminant modular form. This suggests that the isomorphism in Theorem 1.1 is in some sense optimal.
When Y is an elliptic scheme over S and L is a non trivial torsion line bundle, whose order is prime to the characteristic of all the residue fields of S, then R • g * (L) = 0. In that case, both sides of (1) are canonically isomorphic to the trivial line bundle. Thus the isomorphism (1) provides an element of Γ(S, O * S ), in other words an elliptic unit. It seems likely that one can construct all the Siegel units in this way but to prove this, one will have probably have to wait for a metric version of Theorem 1.1. See below for a discussion.
When d = 2 and L = O Y , we get the isomorphism
from Theorem 1.1. This is equivalent to
and there are similar identities in any relative dimension.
Here is our method of proof. We first give a proof of the geometric fixed formula for an involution, which avoids any reference to K-theory and uses only the geometric properties of quotients. The idea to use quotients to prove the fixed point formula is due to Thomason (see [19] ) and most probably many earlier authors but our proof relies on the crucial fact that when the fixed point scheme is a Cartier divisor then the quotient morphism is flat. This seems to be well known fact (J. Oesterlé kindly explained the proof to me many years ago) but we could find no proof of it in the literature in the required generality and we provide one in Proposition 2.5 (1). Our proof of the geometric fixed point formula is sufficiently explicit to provide canonical isomorphisms at every step (rather than equalities in the Picard group) but ends with an error term, which turns out to be a line bundle arising from a higher dimensional version of the Deligne pairing. This pairing was studied by Ducrot in [4] and we use his results to show that this line bundle is canonically trivial, compatibly with any base change to a noetherian scheme, conditional on hypothesis (H). We then apply this formula to the space Y × S Y with the involution swapping the factors. Nori (see [18] ) was apparently the first one to notice that the fixed point formula applied to this situation recovers the Adams-Riemann-Roch for the Adams operation ψ 2 and using our method we thus recover a refinement of this formula (in degree one), where isomorphisms of line bundles become canonical and the torsion part is controlled uniformly. This is formula (1).
In [7] Eriksson gives a proof of a functorial refinement of the Adams-Riemann-Roch formula (see also [6] for an announcement), which can also be used to prove a weaker version of Theorem 1.1. It is weaker in the sense that the provided isomorphism, although canonical, will include a 2 ∞ -torsion line bundle, which is undetermined and also because the resulting linear combination in the symmetric powers of Ω Y /S will a priori depend on the dimension of the total space.
Similarly, using Franke's work in [8] , it is possible to prove a weak version of Theorem 1.1, where an undetermined (not necessarily 2 ∞ ) torsion line bundle will be included (but on the other hand the linear combination in the symmetric powers of Ω Y /S should be the same as ours and should thus not depend on the dimension of the total space).
One interesting aspect of our result is thus that it removes this indeterminacy. However, the main interest of the present text is the method of proof, which is elementary (whereas Franke's and Eriksson's approaches require a vast categorical apparatus and use higher K-theory, resp. the homotopy theory of schemes). Our canonical isomorphism is constructed very explicitly, making it in principle possible to compute its norm, when both sides are endowed with metrics (eg Quillen metrics). We hope to return to this question in a later article.
Note that other constructions of the higher dimensional Deligne pairing were given in [20] and [5] but they cannot be used in our context, because they are based on cycles classes rather than line bundles and therefore cannot easily be compared with our error term. In [1] , a canonical isomorphism between Ducrot's pairing and Zhang's pairing is announced (in a restricted setting), which could be used to bypass the use of Ducrot's pairing in certain situations.
Finally, note that in the situation where d = 1, Deligne also constructed canonical isomorphisms of line bundles (see [2] 
which can be seen as a variant of isomorphism 1 when d = 1. It is not clear to the author whether Deligne's theorem implies the existence of isomorphism 1 when d = 1. This is partly a combinatorial problem.
The structure of the article is as follows. In section 2 we recall various facts about quotients of schemes by finite groups and we prove various supplementary properties of these in the situation where the group is a cyclic group of prime order and the fixed point scheme is a Cartier divisor. In section 3 we recall the part of Ducrot's work that is relevant to this text. In section 4, we give a proof of a local refinement of the fixed formula for an involution, in the situation where the fixed scheme is regularly immersed. In the final section 5, we apply this formula to the fibre product of a relative scheme by itself and we prove Theorem 1.1. Note that the core of the proof of Theorem 1.1 amounts to a detailed analysis of the geometry of the blow-up of this fibre product along the diagonal. This is intriguing, since this particular space was believed to be relevant to a possible solution of the standard conjectures in the early days of scheme theory. It would be interesting to relate our construction to statements about algebraic cycles.
A scheme T together with a group homomorphism G → Aut(T ) will be called a Gequivariant scheme, or an equivariant scheme for short (if there is no ambiguity). A G-equivariant morphism of G-equivariant schemes is a morphism commuting with the action of G on source and target. We shall say that the action of G on the G-equivariant scheme T is trivial if the image of G → Aut(T ) is the identity morphism.
A G-equivariant sheaf (or equivariant sheaf for short) F on a G-equivariant scheme is a quasi-coherent sheaf F together with a morphism of sheaves
Suppose that T is a G-equivariant scheme with trivial action and that F is a G-equivariant sheaf on T . The G-equivariant structure on F then amounts to a homomorphism of groups G → Aut(F ). We then write F G for the quasi-coherent sheaf on T such that
G is the subgroup of elements of F (U), which are fixed under the action of G.
Suppose that φ : T → Z is a morphism of schemes, where T is noetherian. Suppose that T carries G-equivariant structure and that φ • g = φ for all g ∈ G. Suppose that F is a G-equivariant quasi-coherent sheaf. Then the sheaf φ * (F ) is also quasi-coherent. Furthermore, if Z is viewed as a G-equivariant scheme carrying the trivial G-equivariant structure, then φ * (F ) carries the G-equivariant structure given for any g ∈ G by the composition of arrows
arising from the equivariant structure on F and the identity φ • g = φ.
Suppose that φ : T → Z is a morphism of schemes. Suppose that T carries a G-equivariant structure and that φ • g = φ for all g ∈ G. View Z as a G-equivariant scheme endowed with the trivial G-equivariant structure. Let F be a G-equivariant quasi-coherent sheaf on Z. Then the quasi-coherent sheaf φ * (F ) carries a natural G-equivariant structure, given for any g ∈ G by the composition of arrows
where the first arrow comes by functoriality from the arrow g * (F ) → g * (F ), the second arrow from the identity φ • g = φ and the third arrow from the identity g −1, * = g * .
If
x ∈ X, then we define G d (x) to be the stabiliser in G of x viewed as a subset of X. This group is called the decomposition group of x. The group G d (x) naturally acts on the
Suppose that X is a G-equivariant scheme. A (categorical) quotient X/G of X by G (if it exists) is a G-equivariant scheme X/G together with an G-equivariant morphism q : X → X/G, with the following properties:
-X/G carries the trivial action;
-if X ′ is a scheme with a trivial G-action and q ′ : X → X ′ is a morphism then there is a
These properties clearly determine X/G up to unique isomorphism.
We recall the following Proposition 2.1. Let X be a G-equivariant scheme. Suppose that the orbit of every point in X is contained in an affine open subscheme. Then the quotient X/G of X by G exists and
The canonical morphism q : X → X/G is integral and surjective.
The underlying set of X/G is the quotient of the set X by the action of G and the topology of X/G is the quotient topology.
-if M is a G-equivariant locally free sheaf of finite rank on X then the natural morphism
Proof. See [12, chap. V, 1 and 2]. Suppose again that X is a G-equivariant scheme. Suppose given a morphism X → S.
Suppose that the action of G on X factors through Aut S (X). In that case, we shall say that X is a G-equivariant S-scheme.
The fixed scheme X G (if it exists) is a closed subscheme of X, which represents the functor on S-schemes
Note the following link with decomposition and inertia groups: if x ∈ X and
This simply follows from the fact that the morphism Spec κ(x) → X then lies in X(Spec κ(x)) G .
Proposition 2.3.
Suppose that X is separated over S. Then X G exists.
Proof. Let Γ g be the graph of g ∈ G in X × S X. From the separatedness assumption, each Γ g is a closed subscheme of X × S X. It follows from the definitions that we can take
If X G exists, we shall write N X G /X for the conormal sheaf of X G in X. Recall that If I is the ideal sheaf of X G in X, we have by definition N X G /X = I/I 2 . The sheaf I/I 2 has a natural structure of O X G -module. The conormal sheaf N X G /X is thus a quasi-coherent sheaf on X G and it carries a natural action of G.
Suppose now that X is a G-equivariant S-scheme. Suppose that G S ≃ µ nS , where
is the diagonalisable group scheme associated with the cyclic group Z/nZ. Note that the condition G S ≃ µ nS is equivalent to requiring n to be invertible in S and for the polynomial x n −1 to split into linear factors in Γ(S, O S ). We note the following two facts.
Suppose in this paragraph that X = Spec R is affine. Then the action of G on X is given by a ring grading R ≃ ⊕ k∈Z/nZ R k , such that the morphism X → S factors through Spec R 0 . Furthermore, the ideal of X G is then R · R =0 , where
See [19, proof of Prop. 3.1] (this is also a good exercise for the reader).
Suppose that the action of G on X is trivial. Let F be a G-equivariant sheaf on X. The G-equivariant structure on F is then given by a Z/nZ-grading of O X -modules
The action of G = µ n (S) on F is then by construction given by the formula
where ρ ∈ µ n (S) and f k is a local section of F k . In particular, we have F 0 = F G .
We also record the following Lemma 2.4. Let X be an G-equivariant S-scheme. Suppose that the orbit of every point in X is contained in an affine open subscheme. Suppose that
In other words, when G S ≃ µ n S , the quotient construction commutes with any base change on X/G (not only flat base changes as in Proposition 2.1 (4)).
Proof. By Proposition 2.1 (4), we may assume that Z and X are affine, say Z = Spec B and X = Spec A. In this case, we have to prove that the morphism of A 0 -modules
given by the formula b → b ⊗ 1 is an isomorphism. We have (1) Suppose that n is prime and that X G is a (possibly empty) Cartier divisor. Then q is flat. Proof. We begin with (1). We may suppose that X = Spec(R) is affine. Then X/G = Spec(R 0 ) by Proposition 2.1 (2). To show that R is flat over R 0 , it is sufficient to show that for all p ∈ Spec(R), the ring R p is flat over the ring R 0,p∩R 0 . If p ⊇ R · R =0 , then p ∈ X G by the previous discussion. Thus G i (x) = G and thus G i (x) = 0 since n is prime; thus R p is flat over the ring R 0,p∩R 0 by Proposition 2.1 (6). Thus we may assume that p ⊇ R · R =0 . The prime ideal p is then graded by construction (if r ∈ p, write r = r 0 + · · · + r n−1 , where the r i are homogenous for the grading; by assumption r 1 , . . . , r n−1 ∈ p; thus r 0 ∈ p as well). The ring R p is thus naturally a Z/nZ-graded local ring. Now notice that we have a natural identification R 0,p∩R 0 = (R p ) 0 (use the fact that R\p ⊆ R 0 ). Also by construction the ideal generated by the image of the ideal R · R =0 in R p is R p · R p, =0 . Thus the assumption that R · R =0 is a Cartier divisor implies that there exists t ∈ R p , which is not a zero divisor, such that (t) = R p · R p, =0 .
is a closed immersion and we have the set-theoretic equality
Thus we may assume without restriction of generality that R is a local ring and that R · R =0 is generated by an element t, which is not a zero divisor.
We claim that t can be taken to be homogenous of degree = 0 (mod n).
To verify the claim, let
where the a i ∈ R =0 are homogenous (recall that R is noetherian). We take k minimal. We may assume that k > 1, otherwise there is nothing to prove. Then for some family of x i = 0, we have
contradicting the assumption that k > 1. Thus b 1 is not a unit and thus 1 − x 1 b 1 is a unit since R is local.
We compute
So we may suppose that (t) = R · R =0 where t is homogenous of degree = 0 (mod n). Now note that t n ∈ R 0 . By the local criterion of flatness (see [16, chap. 8, 22 ]), to verify that R is flat over R 0 , it is sufficient to verify that t n is not a zero-divisor in R 0 and that
The first condition is satisfied by construction. To verify that
whose quotients are isomorphic to R/(t) (the fact that t is not a zero divisor is used here). It is thus sufficient to show that R/(t) is flat over R 0 /(t n ) via the natural map
For this, note that since t n is of degree 0 (mod n) we have a natural
Furthermore the degree of t i in R for i = 0, 1 . . . , n − 1 (mod n) is i · deg(t) (mod n) and thus the degrees of the t i for i = 0, 1 . . . , n − 1 are all distinct, since n is prime. Hence the filtration (4) splits and we have we have an isomorphism of graded rings
In particular (R/(t n )) 0 ≃ R/(t) and thus R/(t) is flat over R 0 /(t n ) ≃ (R/(t n )) 0 ≃ R/(t).
To prove (2), localising at points of X G , we may still assume that X = Spec(R), where R is a local ring and R· R =0 is generated by a single element t, which is not a zero divisor. In the proof of (1), it was shown that we may suppose that t is homogenous of degree = 0. The sheaf N X G /X corresponds to the R-modules (t)/(t 2 ) and thus (N X G /X ) 0 = 0, since t is of degree = 0 (mod n).
Proof of (3). We may suppose that X = Spec R is affine. The first statement now corresponds to the statement that R 0 → R/(R · R =0 ) is surjective. This follows from the definitions. The fact that q −1 (q(X G )) = X G follows from Proposition 2.1 (3). The third assertion follows from Proposition 2.1 (4).
Proof of (4) . Note that for all x ∈ X\X G , we have G i (x) = G and thus G i (x) = 0, since n is prime. By Proposition 2.1 (6) this implies that q isétale, in particular flat. Hence the morphism U → U/G is finite and flat.
We first compute its degree. For this, let u 0 ∈ U/G and let H be the spectrum of the strict henselisation of O U/G,u 0 . Then H ≃ (U × U/G H)/G by Proposition 2.1 (4) and the fact that H is flat over O U/G,u 0 (see [9, I, 1, 1.20] for this). We only have to compute the degree of U × U/G H over H. Now note that U × U/G H is a disjoint union i∈I H i of copies of H, since H is strictly henselian and U × U/G H → H isétale. Furthermore, the group G permutes the H i and also the closed points of the H i . Hence the degree is the cardinality of the orbit of a closed point P ∈ H i 0 (i 0 arbitrary). Since G i (P ) = G d (P ), we must have G d (P ) = 0, since n is prime and (U × U/G H) G is empty. Hence the orbit of P has n elements and thus the degree of U → U/G is n.
Now consider the morphism
To see this note that otherwise there is e ∈ U(T ) and g ∈ G(T ) such that g = 0 and g(e) = e; since G(T ) is of prime order this means that e ∈ U(T ) G and thus e ∈ U G (T ), which is not possible, since U G is empty. Since T was arbitrary, the morphism φ is a monomorphism of schemes.
Since it is also proper (because G × U/G U and U × U/G U are proper over U/G), it is a closed immersion (see [11, IV.3, 8.11 .5] for this). Since both G × U/G U and U × U/G U are flat and finite of the same rank over U by the previous paragraph, this implies that φ is an isomorphism.
Proof of (5). Consider the natural morphism
The restriction α X\X G is an isomorphism by (4) and Proposition 2.1 (5). Since both sides are locally free of finite rank, by Nakayama's lemma, it is sufficient to show that α κ(x) is surjective for x ∈ X G . In particular, it is sufficient to show that the restriction ι * (α) of α to X G is an isomorphism. Now note that since q is an affine morphism, the natural adjunction morphism α : q * (q * M) → M is a surjection and thus we have a surjection
extending ι * (α). Hence we have a surjection
and since ι * (M) 0 = ι * (M) by assumption we get a surjection
which must be an isomorphism, since both sides are locally free of the same rank.
Proof of (6) . We need to check that the geometric fibres X/G → S are regular. So let Spec k → S be a geometric point. By assumption, X k is regular and by [19, Prop. 3 
Proof of (7). Since q is faithfully flat, we see that X/G → S is also flat. To see that X/G → S is smooth, we need to check that the geometric fibres X/G → S are regular. Now since X G is flat over S and a Cartier divisor, we see that for any base change T → S, (X T ) G → T is also flat and a Cartier divisor. Furthermore, by Lemma 2.4, for any base change T → S, we have (X/G) T ≃ (X T )/G. So let Spec k → S be a geometric point. By assumption X k is regular and since (X k ) G is a Cartier divisor, we see that (X k )/G = (X/G) k is regular, since q k is faithfully flat by (1) and Proposition 2.1 (1).
Ducrot's generalisation of the Deligne pairing
Let g : Y → S be a smooth and strongly projective morphism of constant relative dimension d. Suppose that S is noetherian. If F 1 , . . . , F k is a finite sequence of coherent locally free sheaves on X, we shall write
Let L 1 , . . . L d+1 be line bundles on Y . Ducrot showed in [4, 5] that the line bundle
is multiadditive in the line bundles L 1 , . . . L d+1 . In particular, he shows that if Q is a line bundle on Y , then there is a canonical isomorphism
It is very plausible that the canonical isomorphism (5) is compatible with any base change to a noetherian scheme. However, we were not able to verify this in detail.
We shall call hypothesis (H) the statement that the canonical isomorphism (5) is compatible with any base change to a noetherian scheme.
We may thus compute
and conditional on hypothesis (H) this trivialisation is invariant under any base-change to a noetherian scheme.
The following proposition summarises the discussion. 
is canonically trivial and conditional on hypothesis (H) this trivialisation is invariant under basechange to a noetherian scheme.
Local refinement of the fixed point formula for an involution
Let S be a noetherian scheme and let f : X → S be a flat and separated morphism of finite type. Suppose that 2 is invertible in S. Let G = Z/2, so that we have canonical isomorphism G S ≃ µ 2S . Suppose that we have a G-equivariant structure on X over S. Suppose finally that the orbit of every point in X is contained in an open affine subscheme. Let ι : X G ֒→ X be the fixed scheme of X and let q : X → X/G be the quotient morphism. These morphisms exist by Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 2.1. Note that if q is flat then it is faithfully flat (since it is surjective) and thus if q is flat the natural morphism X/G → S is also flat. Similarly, if f is strongly projective then so is the natural morphism X/G → S.
If F is a quasi-coherent sheaf on X, we shall say that F is f -acyclic is R k f * (F ) = 0 when k > 0. If the action on X is trivial and F is an equivariant locally free sheaf on X, we shall often write F 0 = F + and F − = F 1 .
From now on, we suppose that f is strongly projective as well. Proof. Let F be a G-equivariant coherent sheaf on X. Let M be a relatively ample line bundle on X. This exists because f is strongly projective over S. Let g 0 be the unique generator of G. The line bundle A := M ⊗ g 0, * (M) is then naturally G-equivariant. The line bundle A is also ample and thus there is a natural number n 0 > 0 such that
for all k > 0 and for all n ≥ n 0 and such that the natural morphism
is surjective. Note that by the semicontinuity theorem, f * (A ⊗n 0 ) is then a locally free sheaf.
Let r := rk(f * (f * (A ⊗n 0 ))). The previous morphism induces an exact G-equivariant Koszul
Dualising this complex and tensoring by F , we get the exact G-equivariant complex
We have thus constructed a finite G-equivariant resolution of F by f -acyclic coherent sheaves. If F is locally free, the resolution will also consist of locally free sheaves. This proves the lemma in the situation where J • consists of one object concentrated in degree 0. Now suppose that F ′ is another coherent G-equivariant sheaf on X and that F → F ′ is a G-equivariant morphism of sheaves. We may repeat the above construction for F ′ , choosing an n 0 which is sufficiently large so that it can used for both F and F ′ . One then obtains a commutative diagram with exact rows
Generalising this to a complex of G-equivariant sheaves, we may associate a double complex of f -acyclic coherent sheaves with J • . The total complex of this double complex will be quasi-isomorphic to J • and it will consists of locally free sheaves if J • consists of locally free sheaves. We leave the details to the reader.
Let now Coh eq (X) (resp. Coh eq (S))) be the category of coherent G-equivariant sheaves on X (resp. on S). These categories carry natural structures of abelian categories and the functor f * induces a left exact functor from Coh eq (X) to Coh eq (S), that we shall call f eq * to underline the dependence on the equivariant structures of X and S. In view of Lemma 4.1 and [14, Th. I.5.1], the functor f eq * has a right derived functor
where
is the derived category of bounded complexes of G-equivariant coherent sheaves on X (resp. on S).
Denote by Coh(X) (resp. Coh(S))) the category of coherent sheaves on X (resp. on S). Let now F be a coherent locally free G-equivariant sheaf on X. By Lemma 4.1, the object R • f eq * (F ) is represented by a bounded complex of G-equivariant locally free sheaves and thus the objects
where det(•) is the Knudsen-Mumford determinant of a perfect complex (see [15] ).
Note that with this definition, if
is an exact sequence of G-equivariant coherent locally free sheaves, we have a canonical isomorphism
Indeed, the sequence (6) defines a triangle in D b (Coh eq (X)) and thus induces a triangle
Thus we obtain two triangles
and we have canonical ismorphisms
from the standard properties of the determinant functor. This shows that (7) holds. The identity (7) makes sense more generally if F ′ , F and F ′ are G-equivariant coherent sheaves, which have the property that
sented by bounded complexes of G-equivariant locally free sheaves.
If F 1 , . . . , F k is a finite sequence of equivariant coherent locally free sheaves on X, we shall write
Finally we shall write {−1} for the trivial sheaf O X , endowed with the G-equivariant structure such that for any ρ ∈ µ 2 (S) the isomorphism α ρ,{−1} : {−1} → g * ({−1}) composed with the canonical non equivariant identification g * ({−1}) ≃ {−1} is given by multiplication by ρ. If F is an equivariant sheaf on X, we shall write F {−1} for F ⊗{−1}. Note that if F is an equivariant coherent locally free sheaf on X, we have
In this section, we shall prove a version of the relative geometric fixed point formula for the G-action of G on X, which avoids K-theory entirely, replacing all the equalities in a Grothendieck group or a Picard group by explicit isomorphisms:
Theorem 4.2. In addition to the above assumptions, suppose that f is smooth. Let M be a Gequivariant coherent locally free sheaf of rank one on X. Suppose that f has constant relative dimension d. Suppose also that the morphism X G → S is flat. Then X G → S is smooth and thus X G is regularly immersed in X. Let N = N X G /X be the conormal bundle of ι, endowed with its canonical G-equivariant structure. We have a canonical isomorphism 
Conditional on hypothesis (H), this isomorphism is compatible with any base-change
Proof. Left to the reader.
Proof. (of Theorem 4.2). Suppose first that
We have an exact sequence
Note that by the adjunction formula we have a canonical equivariant isomorphism ι * (L) ≃ N.
Let J := q * (L{−1}) 0 . By the adjunction formula and Proposition 2.5 (5) this is a line bundle on X/G such that q * (J ) = L{−1}.
We first list some identities in Q(t). We have
so that by the above we have
Now we compute
Equality (a) is justified by equality (8) . Equality (b) is justified by the adjunction formula. Equality (c) follows from the existence of the exact sequence (10) . Equality (d) follows from the equality t · P k (t) = 2 k+1 − (2 − t) k+1 . Equality (e) follows again from (8) . Equality (f) is a simple cancellation and so is equality (g). Equality (h) follows from the projection formula and the fact that we have q * (J ) ≃ L{−1}. Equality (i) follows from the definition of λ(·). Equality (j) is a simple cancellation and so is equality (k).
Now if we let k = d, we obtain by Theorem 3.1 canonical trivialisations
and thus a canonical isomorphism
Note that all the isomorphisms (a),. . . , (k) are compatible with any base change to a noetherian scheme. This follows from that fact that X → S and X G → S are flat, from Lemma 2.4 and from Theorem 3.1.
Now if X G is not a Cartier divisor let X be the blow-up of X along X G and let b : X → X be the canonical morphism. The scheme X is canonically G-equivariant since the sheaf of ideals of X G is equivariant. The exceptional divisor E of X is isomorphic to the projectivised bundle P(N). Since G acts by multiplication by −1 on N, we see that the action of G is trivial on E. Hence E = X G and X G is a Cartier divisor.
Let µ : X G ֒→ X and p : X G → X G be the canonical morphisms. From equality (11), we obtain
For equality (l), use the projection formula. Equality (m) is a simple cancellation. Equality (n) follows from the binomial formula. Equality (o) follows from (11) . Equality (p) follows from the projection formula and the fact that R • b * (O X ) = O X (see [10, VI, 4,  proof of Prop. 4.1] for lack of a better reference).
Now since X G = P(N) we have
and we obtain
Using the fact that there is an equivariant isomorphism
and using equality (8) we finally get
Note again that conditional on hypothesis (H) this isomorphism is invariant under any base change to a noetherian scheme by Lemma 4.3 and by the fact that it is invariant under any base change to a noetherian scheme when X G is a Cartier divisor.
Local refinement of the Adams-Riemann-Roch formula
Let now g : Y → S be a smooth and strongly projective morphism of noetherian schemes. We suppose that 2 is invertible on S. We shall write where λ(M) is computed using the above equivariant structure on M. Thus applying Theorem 4.2, we get an isomorphism
and this completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
